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other reason is to support the farmers who are
not poisoning our environment. Since the 1990s
a new class of pesticide – neonicotinoids – has
become the one most widely used in conventional farming. (Because the name is unpronounceable, everyone just calls them “neonics”.) After
two decades, the damage being done by neonics
is becoming undeniable.
To start with, neonics are a nerve poison that
is especially good at killing insects--as in it’s
10,000 times more toxic than DDT. And they are
a systemic poison so that when applied to any
part of a plant the poison migrates to all its
parts. And they are water soluble, so they are
now found in lakes, rivers and drinking water in
9 countries at levels that are toxic to aquatic insects. And they are persistent in soil (and they
continue to increase in toxicity since they are
applied every year), so they affect beneficial soil
organisms. Back in the 1950s in Silent Spring,
Rachel Carson warned of the dangers of systemic
insecticides.
Let's add it up. All conventional corn and
most soybean seed is now covered with a neonic
coating. When the seeds are planted, each plant
becomes a poison machine. Its root, leaves and
pollen are poisonous to insects. The seeds are
treated whether or not there is a pest problem.
Only 5% of the pesticide is taken up into the
plant. The other 95% goes into the environment.
The EPA determined and other studies have
shown it doesn’t increase yields of soybeans.
Studies also show that wild bees are dying
because wildflowers along the edges of agricultural fields are contaminated with neonics. Birds
that consume insects lose their food source--and
populations of these birds are declining. One
grain of coated corn seed is toxic enough to kill a
songbird that eats it. Coincidentally, populations of grassland birds are also declining. Concentrations of 1 part per billion on milkweed
plants resulted in impacts on the health of monarch butterfly caterpillars.

wash off the pesticides because they’re on the
inside. Tests have shown that plants you buy
at some big box stores have been “treated”
with neonics. So when you buy non-organic
“pollinator friendly” plants at these stores
you may be inviting bees and butterflies into
a poison trap. You can even buy neonics off
the shelf at these stores; look for ingredients
like “imidacloprid” -- yep, that's a neonic.
Shopping for food at Buffalo Mountain Coop and buying organic is an important thing
to do. But there's more. Neonics have already
been banned in Europe. Because of the massive loss of honey bee colonies, use of them is
going to be restricted in Ontario. In the US a
few communities have acted to ban the use of
neonics. Here in Vermont Rep Teo Zagar is
supporting H.236, a bill that would ban the
sale and use of neonics in our state. Let your
rep know you support getting rid of these
poisons.
Co-op member Judy Bellairs is volunteering with the Vermont Chapter of the Sierra
Club to support Teo's bill. Other environmental groups, local and national, are taking up
the cause. Support your local environmentalists! And remember that the benefits of organic farming go beyond the health of your
family. Organic farmers help to maintain the
web of life.
For more information:
www.ontariobee.com/issues-and-advocacy/ongoingissues-and-actions/spring-2012-beepoisonings/further-reading-on-neonicotinoids
www.xerces.org/beyond-the-birds-and-the-bees/
“BUZZ KILL: As corn yields rise, bees are dying worldwide”, Sierra Magazine, March/April 2015
http://abcbirds.org/wpcontent/uploads/2015/05/Neonic_FINAL.pdf - American Bird Conservancy
www.gmfreecymru.org/pivotal_papers/JEIT-D-1200001_proofs.pdf - documents global wildlife declines
http://beyondpesticides.org/dailynewsblog/category/c
hemicals/neonicotinoids/

Food for Thought
by Suzanna Jones

The Learning Exchange is a place for community members to post fundraisers and skill or information sharing events that are free, by donation or
charging only for materials. If you have an event you would like to post
please send an email to LEX@buffalomountaincoop.org
Team Vermont
Hardwick Community Visit
Helps Refugees in Greece
Process: Step 2

Join your friends and neighbors to help
shape the future of Hardwick! In January, over 120 Hardwick residents came
out to build a list of ideas, challenges,
and opportunities at nine community
forums. The next step in the process involves:
- Review Action Items
- Discuss What’s Most Important
- VOTE on Community Priorities
- Line Up For Action!
This is a critical point in this 3-step process when we decide on which priorities
we will take on as a community so it is
critical to come out and lend your voice
to this important community conversation. Hope to see you there!
When: February 15th from 6:30-9pm
Where: Knights of Columbus – 206 Rt
14 Hardwick
For more information: Contact the
Vermont Council on Rural Development
at 223-6091 or info@vtrural.org

A seven-member team of volunteers put
together by Burlington resident Megan
Frenzen, a health economist calling
themselves “Team Vermont” recently
went to Lesvos. The group included two
physicians, three nurses, and a young
Syrian immigrant named Ruba Orfali
who acted as translator for the group
during their time in Lesvos. Team Vermont went to Greece to provide humanitarian and medical aid to the refugees
from the war in Syria and other places
disrupted by war. Mari Cordes recently
returned from a week on the Greek island
of Lesvos working with Team Vermont.
She will be talking talk about her experiences providing aid.
Mari Cordes, a Lincoln resident and a
registered nurse who works at the UVM
Medical Center
Where: Memorial Building in Hardwick
When: Sunday, February 14 at 2 PM
More info: call the library at 472-5948.

Deep Winter Garlic Tasting

Deep Winter
Queer Dance Party

Come try over 8 varieties of garlic.
They will be prepared raw and roasted in
oil so you can taste the differences. You
will get a chance to vote on your favorite
variety! Remember, Garlic Breath is
Beautiful! See you there!
When: Tuesday February 16th 5-7pm
Where: Co-op Cafe
Cost: Free

Meat Curing at Home

Learn the basics of meat curing in the
home kitchen. We will talk about cuts of
meat, aging conditions, and recipes.
Share your past glories and failures, or
come experience the first steps. Childcare provided!
When: February 21, 1-3 pm
Where: 423 Mountain View Rd, East
Hardwick
Contact: Call Justin at 472-8987 to sign
up.

Come dance it out with DJ Daddy Longleg
When: Sat, Feb 20th 8:30pm
Where: FreeRide Montpelier on
89 Barre St. Montpelier
Cost: $5 donation

Spring Basket Making Class
(for Adults)

Come and spend two afternoons learning
how to make this sweet little basket.
Great for a children’s Easter, Purim or
Equinox basket, or for gathering fiddleheads this Spring!
Where: Church on the Common,
Craftsbury
When: Wed March 2nd and Wed March
9th 2:00-5:00 (may end earlier if weaving goes quickly!)
Register by February 20th (coyotekidsnek.com, crytzy@gmail.com, or
Anna 525-4292)
Materials free: $65

Since the early 1970s mainstream
psychologists have been telling us that
increased self-esteem is the key to success, creativity, and happiness. Psychologists encouraged people to praise
their children, note their unique, exceptional talents and curtail discipline so
that the child’s potential could be fully
realized. But forty-five years later we are
seeing the unintended consequences of
the ‘self-esteem movement’.
Psychologist Polly Young Eisendrath
cautions, “studies show a wide range of
emotional disorders resulting from too
much attention on the self”. She is part
of a growing number in the field who are
warning that the self-esteem movement
has inadvertently created people who are
"obsessively self-focused, highly competitive, terminally dissatisfied, lacking in
empathy and suffer from feelings of superiority and/or inferiority”, among other negative traits.
Eisendrath, author of The Self-Esteem
Trap, empathizes with the wellintentioned parents who were following
popular advice. But, she explains, rearing children with so much attention on
the self is not healthy: “Raised to believe
they are unique individuals with exceptional talents and strengths, this generation feels they are ‘special’. They have
never known a world that put duty above
self.” This can lead to feelings of entitlement and privilege that block cooperation and a sense of connection with others. And though it seems boosted selfesteem should translate into greater advantage, the opposite often occurs.
Eisendrath says many children are
unintentionally put in an awkward position of premature social power. Because
today’s parents place their children on
an equal footing with adults, parental
guidance has become vague, indirect and
“friendly”. Attempts to maintain “pleasant, cozy feelings” sometimes make it
appear that the parent is seeking approval from the child. An overemphasis
on the child’s “needs” teaches them that
their interests must always be served –
first and foremost – with overindulgence
becoming the norm.
What’s more, parents often “run interference” for their children behind the
scenes, giving excuses for their behavior
and eliminating the hurdles of everyday
life. But experiencing adversity is important. "Genuine confidence builds
when we overcome circumstances that
oppose our desires. When we protect
our children from this we are disabling
(CONTINUE ON PAGE 7)

Kolhrabi Carrot Fritters with Avocado Cream Sauce

Ingredients:
2 kohlrabi
1 carrot
1 egg
¼ tsp kosher salt
¼ tsp cayenne
½c canola oil (enough for ¼” depth in a large skillet)
Sauce
½ avocado
¼ cup plain yogurt
½ lemon
¼ teaspoon kosher salt
Green onions (for garnish)
Instructions:
1. Cut the leaves off the kohlrabi and peel the bulb.
2. Peel 1 carrot.
3. Shred the vegetables in a food processor, or by hand using a
grater.
4. Squeeze the shredded vegetables in a tea cloth (or with your
hands) to remove moisture, then add to a medium bowl with 1
egg, ¼ tsp kosher salt, and ¼ tsp cayenne. Mix to combine.
5. Place ½ cup oil in a large skillet (enough for ¼-inch depth).
Heat the oil over medium high heat, then place small patties of
the fritter mixture into the oil. Fry on one side until browned,
then fry on the other side. Remove and place on a plate lined
with a paper towel to drain excess oil.
6. In a small bowl, mix ½ avocado, ¼ cup plain yogurt, juice from
½ lemon, and ¼ teaspoon kosher salt to make the avocado
cream (or blend the ingredients together in a food processor).
7. Serve fritters with avocado cream and sliced green onions.
Notes
These fritters are best eaten warm the day of making; they don't save well.
Like anything made with avocado, the avocado cream sauce will become
brown after exposure to air. Make sure to cover the surface with plastic
wrap when storing

 Celeriac is a member of the Brassica family (cultivated from
wild cabbage)
 Named from the German word “kohl” (cabbage) and the Swiss
German word “rabi” (turnip) has been a staple of German cuisine for hundreds of years
 Plant matures 55-60 days after sowing
 Can be eaten raw or cooked. The bulbous stem and leaves are
edible, but stem is often peeled before eating.
 Crunchy with a light, sweet, slightly spicy flavor (somewhere
between cabbage, turnip and broccoli stem)
 Popular in German speaking countries, and in the Kashmiri diet
 There are several varieties of kohlrabi, both green and purple
skin, but all have a yellowish flesh
 The small bulbous vegetable is encased in two harder shells of
leaves, which typically do not soften when cooked.
 Kohlrabi tastes somewhat like a broccoli stem, although somewhat more palatable, and is often softer, even taking on the
consistency of an apple at times. While the roots/stems are often used in salads in a similar way as carrots or broccoli, the
leaves are typically interchanged for kale or spinach.

Tales From the Barnyard,
or; Worm Values ---by Olive

I wonder how many old
timers around here remember
Buffalo Mountain Bills? They
were bright squares of paper,
in denominations of ones,
fives, and tens, depending on
their color. Ideally, one person's hour of work was
equal to another person's hour of work, so one hour
earned you one bill, although anything could be negotiated. A list was available to everyone participating;
you could find odd ball things like bicycle repair, photography, poetry. Or you could find ordinary things
like baby sitters, vegetable growers, or people who
mowed lawns. It was a great idea that met with some
success, but the small clump of volunteers who kept it
going eventually ran out of steam and the whole thing
faded away. A cashless society is a noble concept;
however, we still need hard currency for transactions
beyond our immediate neighborhood. And oh, those
credit card debts will send you to the salt mines no
matter how hard you try to avoid them.
I was thinking about those Bills the other day when
one of our enterprising local composters asked me to
do a trade in return for some compost. I was delighted. i am always on the look-out for ways to fluff up
my thin topsoil and balance the acidity of my gardens
carved out of woods, hard hack and ledge. Being selfemployed gives me flexibility for making trades, so the
deal was on. Well, it turns out that the compost won't
be cured to perfection until this coming spring.
Would I be interested in worm castings instead? Absolutely! Worm castings make the finest soil amendments money, or in this case, time, can buy. I'll use it
sparingly for house plants whose blossoms keep me
going all winter. Then come early spring, I'll use some
more to start the seedlings in the greenhouse. Morning glories and sweet peas have to get started early in
order to get blossoms before the first frost. And that's
where we are right now as I write. There's even a light
dusting of snow on some curled up buds that don't
stand a chance now. I have come full circle contemplating fun with worm castings to encourage growth,
full speed ahead, from one end of the year to the next.
What a gift to live in an area where bartering for
goods and services has never gone out of style. Or
just plain neighbors helping neighbors. We'll probably never get away from a monetary system, but in the
mean time, there is so much freedom in trading whatever you've got for something of someone else's. Wall
Street can take a hike, a Dollar Store could be converted into a recycling center, and the lowly worm
could be elevated to a local hero, making castings forever to sweeten this bitter earth.

Overcoming Self-Sabotage:
Being a Mindful Mommy
by Tina Ghantous

There can be so many expectations that women place on themselves in the realm of mothering. Who wouldn’t want to have it all;
well behaved, healthy children, meaningful work that earns a good
living wage, a tidy home, organic, locally raised foods prepared for
your family each day that you grew yourself, time to connect with
friends, time for romance, deep experiences of nature, and the ability to run a marathon (or at least fit back into the clothes you wore
before you had kids)? We start out with the best of intentions, and
then sabotage ourselves by letting expectations take over, and that
leads to parenting from a place of inadequacy, and an overwhelming feeling of not being enough.
The truth is, what we do day in and day out is how we LIVE. No
one intends to live from a place of scarcity and fear of not being
enough, but if those are the mantras and focus of the lens you are
seeing your life through, that is exactly what is happening. In this
mode, we seek more and more outside of our selves, thinking the
key to success lies in something that can come from someone else.
Perhaps we look to the people around us in frustration that they are
not helping more, which puts a strain on our relationships. The
things that once brought enjoyment are no longer so thrilling when
we live an overwhelmed life.
If we realize as moms that looking outside for the support and
nurturance we need is self sabotage because it leads to fragmentation on so many levels, then it follows that the opposite would bring
a more cohesive approach to daily living. By this, I mean turning
inside, and spending a little time getting to the root of why we make
certain choices, and what really matters. Having a short daily practice of checking in with ourselves can prove to be the keystone habit
that allows other, healthier habits to fall into place. Small positive
habits allow us to shape and evolve our identity. We can shift from
being an overwhelmed mother, to being an easeful mother by beginning a mindfulness practice just a few minutes a day.
Okay, you might call it a meditation practice and that might be so
difficult to get past, so let’s just call it sitting in silence. We are not
monks who have separated from worldly matters to attain some sort
of otherworldly union with divinity. We are women who clean up
other people’s crap (lovingly), and we have no choice about whether
or not we do it, but we do have a choice about what the implications
are for ourselves and our families. I am by no means advocating
that one person take on all of the parenting duties herself, but rather that we take a little bit of time each day to let go of negative
emotion and feel gratitude for the amazing journey we are on.
How to get started? Maybe you have had a meditation practice in
the past that fizzled out, but you are not the same person you used
to be, and perhaps that approach is no longer serving your needs.
So many methods are “focus” approaches where there may be
counting, or breathing, or chanting to bring the mind to a single
point of “stillness.” There is another, more “feminine” approach
which is an experiential approach. The exercise is just to become
receptive as you let go and sense what is, allowing our consciousness to expand with awareness. New theories suggest short practices to be more effective. One teacher starts students meditating for
just one minute a day for a month, and then adding another minute
each month in an attempt to create a potent and very accessible
practice.
From my own experience, I would recommend either sitting for a
few moments upon arising in the morning, before the “to do list
brain” kicks in, followed by stepping outside for a few deep breaths,
and a short walk if you can fit it in. If your mornings are too busy,
and waking up 5 minutes earlier is nor doable for you, try taking a
few moments sitting upright in bed before going to sleep, releasing
the day, and offering gratitude.
(CONTINUE ON BACK)

FARMERS ALMANAC
JANUA`RY 2016: temperature 19°
(4° below avg.); precipitation 2" (1"
below avg.); Jan 1-6: Snow showers, cold; Jan 7-14: Snow, then flurries, very cold; Jan 15-20: Periods
of rain and snow, mild; Jan 21-28:
Snow showers, turning very cold;
Jan 29-31: Snow, then rain, mild.
FEBRUARY 2016: temperature
27° (4° above avg.); precipitation
4.5" (2" above avg.); Feb 1-7: Snow,
then periods of rain and snow, mild;
Feb 8-15: Rain and snow showers,
seasonable; Feb 16-23: Snow, then
rainy periods, mild; Feb 24-29:
Blizzard, then flurries, cold.

New
Working Member Opportunities
Committees
We are currently assembling a team of dedicated employees and members to form the Visioning and GMO
Committees. This work is vitally important to the future
of the coop and we look forward to partnering with dedicated individuals who would like to participate in this
exciting work.

Annual Meeting
Looking for volunteers to help with set-up and clean-up,
calling new members, hanging flyers, etc

Sales Flyers
We are looking for a computer savvy person to create our
monthly sales flyers. Must be comfortable with Excel.
Attention to detail a must.

Board of Directors
Every year we seek nominees for the Board of Directors
positions that open up annually.
Contact Rachel or Kate if you are interested in any of these opportunities Rachel@buffalomountaincoop.org
Kate@buffalomountaincoop.org

October 2015

November

December

January 2016

Ruth Badeau
Gina Campoli
Marina Carleton
Alexandra Chackerian
Bill Coleman
Trevor Davies
Chris Duff
Willa Farrel
Larry Fliegleman
Paula Garber
Luke Gellalty
Tina Ghantous
Key Gillen
Steven Gorelick
Cheryl Grimes
Michael Gray
Megen Hall
Katherine Ingram
Evan Karp
Bruce Kaufman
Nancy Kellogg
Claire Lanzer
Sue Lasher
Tammy Leno
Michael Lew-Smith
David Ludt
Seka Lyons
Zarina O’Hagin
Rob Macleod
Sally Mclelland
Jessica McNally
Lydia Parker
Carolyn Perry
Leslie Rowell
Sandy Scott
Robert Simpson
Jen Skorstadt
Amy Sund
Carol Toles
Anne Tondu
Leila Volmer
Cynthia West

Andrea ?
Sophia Berard
Alex Bottinelli
Gina Campoli
Marina Carleton
Judy Carpenter
John Cole
Anna Crytzer
Trevor Davies
Heather Davis
Chris Duff
Ann Duggan
Charlie Emers
Garret Fairbanks
Kelly Fairchild
Willa Farrell
Nancy Kellogg
Jennifer Fliegelman
Luke Gellalty
Steven Gorelick
Michael Gray
Cheryl Grimes
Rachel Kane
Bruce Kaufman
Pati Kirk
Phil Kirk
Claire Lanzer
Sue Lasher
Michele Legere
Tammy Leno
Michael Lew-Smith
David Ludt
Rob MacLeod
Sally McLelland
Anne McPherson
Lydia Parker
Carolyn Perry
Rui Pougnier
Erin Rosenthal
Judith Ruskin
Robert Simpson
Amy Sund
Carol Toles
Lelia Volmer

Andrea
Sophia Berard
Alex Bottinelli
Gina Campoli
Marina Carleton
Judy Carpenter
John Cole
Anna Crytzer
Trevor Davies
Heather Davis
Chris Duff
Ann Duggan
Charlie Emers
Garret Fairbanks
Kelly Fairchild
Jennifer Fliegelman
Luke Gellalty
Steven Gorelick
Michael Gray
Cheryl Grimes
Bruce Kaufman
Nancy Kellogg
Pati Kirk
Phil Kirk
Claire Lanzer
Sue Lasher
Michele Legere
Tammy Leno
Michael Lew-Smith
David Ludt
Rob MacLeod
Sally McLelland
Anne McPherson
Lydia Parker
Carolyn Perry
Rui Pougnier
Erin Rosenthal
Judith Ruskin
Robert Simpson
Amy Sund
Carol Toles
Lelia Volmer

Ruth Badeau
Sophia Berard
Buffy Casto
Kathy Ciarimboli
John Cole
Alex Botinelli
Marina Carleton
Trevor Davies
Chris Duff
Ann Duggan
Garret Fairbank
Willa Farrell
Jennifer Fliegelman
David Gaillard
Luke Gellalty
Steven Gorelick
Michael Gray
Cheryl Grimes
Bill Half
Bob Hawk
Maureen Hurley
Katherine Ingram
Bruce Kaufman
Nancy Kellogg
Patti Kirk
Phil Kirk
Sue Lasher
Michelle Legere
Tammy Leno
Jim Lewis
Michael Lew-Smith
David Ludt
Rob Macleod
Peggy Newfield
Judith Ruskin
Amy Sund
Leila Volmer

These members
participated in their
Co-op in some of the
following ways:
Bread Deliveries
Clothing Swap
Indian Dinner
Cleaning
Community Dinner
Helping in the Café
Data Entry
Bullsheet Articles
Learning Exchange
Events

-----------------Each month all the
working members’
names are entered
into a raffle to win a
prize. Here are the
winners for the last
few months:
October

Lela Volmer
November

Pati Kirk
December

Lydia Parker
January

Michelle Legere
Winners may take home a
Co-op gift certificate, t-shirt,
mug, water bottle or bag….

Science Update: Moonlight
by Guido Masé, January 8th, 2016
urbanmoonshine.com

Life on earth would be quite different without our natural
satellite. Most would agree that the daily rising and falling of the
moon, along with the monthly waxing and waning cycles, have
effects on our oceans and seas. The tides are crucial to life: tidal
pools, sheltered and renewed in rhythm with these cycles, catalyzed some of the first stable ecologies and still represent unique
niches. While it may not be as widely recognized yet, it is becoming more clear that the moon also affects the flow of water
through plants: sap moves more vigorously during the waxing
phase as the moon grows to full, and slows down as the moon
wanes to a thin morning crescent.
Isabella Guerrini, at the University of Perugia in Italy, works
in the department of agriculture studying plant and animal consciousness and its integration into ecological pattern and
rhythm. Her observations of sap flow in plants confirm 1 that,
indeed, fluid flows more full as the moon becomes full, slowing
down as the moon wanes. This, she explains, has important consequences for plant growth and pruning: vigorous, sappy plants
will suffer if cut, harvested, or pruned close to the full moon.
First off, leaking sap exposes the plant to disease and pest incursion. But furthermore, sap from a cut plant, now deprived of its
primary outlet, will engorge smaller channels, where new buds
are developing on side branches, and potentially rupture those
channels leading to the death of the buds (a phenomenon known
as “lunar burn”, because it was so often noted around the full
moon). Less vigorous, less juicy plants, like ground-covers or
vines, conversely may benefit from being cut when sap flow is
strong: it will stimulate the development of side shoots and encourage fuller, branching growth.
Those who work with plants every day have certainly noticed
differences in moisture content, flavor (meaning chemistry), and
more. This can have important consequences across a range of
applications, from medicine to construction. For an excellent
review of the subject, see Ian Cole and Michael Balick’s review
article. 2 The authors discuss a range of traditional practices related to moon phase, from the harvesting of construction and
thatch materials, to the planting of staple crops, to the gathering
of medicines. In their review of some contemporary research,
they catalog differences in plant chemistry and fluid balance
based on seasonal and circadian (day-long) rhythms, but note
that studies that examine lunar rhythms are still few and far between. In my personal experimentation, I concur that flavor and
phytochemical variation is most noticeable as part of a seasonal
cycle, but moisture content (once variables such as rainfall are
accounted for) is very closely tied to lunar cycles. Water weight in
a (botanical sample can vary up to 10% between the days just before the full moon and the week before the new moon. This parallels what researchers have found in lumber: wood from spruce
and chestnut, harvested in the last week of the moon phase, has
the lowest water percentage and shrinks the least during drying. 3
It is rumored that the wooden stilts upon which Venice was built
all were harvested during the last few days of the moon cycle:
less water and denser fibers means less susceptibility to rotting
and parasites.
Ernst Zürcher, who published the research on lumber harvesting, expanded on Cole and Balick’s work4, cataloging the changes
in moisture content, as well as effects on plant germination,
growth, and development in many different plants as relates to
lunar cycles. The conclusions are consistent: there is indeed a
lunar effect. But he also points out that the easy explanation (a
tide-like gravitational force) is most likely incorrect, as the
amount of water in even the largest tree is relatively small and a
tidal force would be negligible. An intriguing hypothesis is that

moonlight itself may contribute to
electromagnetic effects that alter
the surface tension of water, allowing for some of the microscopic effects that have been experimentally documented. All plants
grow differently during different
phases of the moon—this has
been observed in scientific research since the 1970s5 and, more
recently, documented on the microscopic level by observing
changes in rootlet growth. 6 But as
to why—this question is still unresolved.
What we do know is that
moonlight, while generally similar
to the sunlight it reflects, shifts a bit towards the infrared (see
spectral graph, from CIRA, at Colorado State University) and
also has some gaps that may be linked to the presence of traces of
sodium in the lunar “atmosphere”7. This makes moonlight not
just a less intense version of sunlight—it is somewhat qualitatively different, too. Dr. Guerrini has speculated that the rhythmic,
additional irradiation from moonlight is an important adjunct to
the growth and metabolism of healthy plants: not only have we
seen change in growth and leaf movements, but also in patterns
of starch storage (highest in the waning phase) and utilization
(highest in the days before the full moon). These effects, along
with preliminary documentation of immune deficiency and poor
wound healing from moonlight-deprived plants, encourage us to
think of moonlight as an important part of a plant’s overall “nutrition”. Interestingly, this “nutrition”8 seems to be more a modulation of bio-electric activity rather than a source of photosynthetic energy.
In conclusion, moonlight is subtle—typically, even at its peak,
only about 15% as strong as sunlight. But its rays penetrate the
soil, and affect plant life from germination to harvest. Most
plants seem to need a rhythmic exposure to moonlight—at least
for a week or so around the full moon—for optimal immunity,
wound healing, regeneration, and growth. Plant harvesting
should ideally heed the lunar cycle, not simply for potency and
low water content, but because many plants (especially strong,
vigorous growers) recover better when they are harvested during
the last week of the lunar cycle. Modern research is confirming
many of the observations recorded in the oral tradition of farmers, foresters, and herbalists, but is just beginning to explain
(CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE)

(CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)
why. It seems that the subtle effects of moonlight can alter the
way water behaves as it interfaces with living cells, perhaps
through bio-electric mechanisms. As the old myths tell us, the
moon is a powerful force, regulating the unseen, yin-like processes hidden under the surfaces of things, deeply connected to
water and moisture. Easy explanations of its effects can often be
misdirection – the moon may seem to lay out a trail for us, but
this trail often leads to places we’d never expect. But just as tidal
forces served to shape early life on our planet, the more hidden
effects we are just starting to understand may be essential to
maintain healthy life on earth today.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

ing behavior of Norway Spruce (Picea abies Karst.) and Sweet Chestnut
(Castanea sativa Mill.).” Trees 24.1 (2010): 31-41.
Zürcher, Ernst. “Plants and the Moon-Traditions and Phenomena.” American Botanical Council–HerbalEGram 8.4 (2011).
Abrami, Giovanni. “Correlations between lunar phases and rhythmicities
in plant growth under field conditions.” Canadian Journal of Botany 50.11
(1972): 2157-2166.
Barlow, Peter W., and Joachim Fisahn. “Lunisolar tidal force and the
growth of plant roots, and some other of its effects on plant movements.”
Annals of botany 110.2 (2012): 301-318.
Colaprete, A., et al. “How surface composition and meteoroid impacts mediate sodium and potassium in the lunar exosphere.” Science (2015):
aad2380.
Barlow, Peter W. “Moon and cosmos: plant growth and plant bioelectricity.”Plant Electrophysiology. Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 2012. 249-280.

1. Recorded in Enigmi e simboli nelle piante e nei giardini [Mysteries and
symbols in plants and gardens], ed. Paola Maresca, Angelo Pontecorboli
pub., Florence, 2012.
2. Cole, Ian B., and Michael J. Balick. “Lunar Influence: Understanding
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Renew Your Skin
Before Spring
from Frontier Coop

Your skin reaches its peak dryness about halfway
through winter and whether you’re knee deep in
snow or waste high in ocean water, caring for
your skin is key. Bring it back to life with a regimen that includes chemical-free, nourishing
emollients and, of course, essential oils. Follow
these tips for great looking skin!
 Long, hot showers and strong cleansers dry
the skin. Take shorter, more tepid showers
during the winter months and switch to a
cleanser formulated with a moisturizer. Sprinkle 12 drops of essential oil on the shower floor
for a pleasant aroma while showering.
 Retain skin moisture by applying a light skincare oil such as grapeseed, sesame or jojoba to
wet skin after cleansing and patting dry. Add 2
drops patchouli and 4 drops gentle lavender,
chamomile or geranium to each ounce of skincare oil.
 Use cocoa butter for deep moisture – melt it
down and add sweet almond or apricot kernel
to it for a less dense, but still heavy moisturizer. Slather on dry feet and cover with socks
before bedtime.
 Castor oil is a wonderful addition to a dry skin
bath. Fill the tub and add ¼ cup of castor oil
to the water and soak away the dry skin.
 For a simple soother for dry lips, combine 1
Tbls of Macadamia oil and ½ Tbls of vegetable glycerin to soothe chapped lips.

(FOOD FOR THOUGHT continued)
them for the inevitable adverse encounters in their adult lives.” Those
caught in the self-esteem trap see adversity as a sign of devastating failure.
But no one escapes adversity. When we accept it, "adversity strengthens
us and opens doors to a sense of purpose, meaning, even wisdom.”
“Helping to grow a good conscience is a serious matter, as well. The test
of a well-functioning conscience means having the character and courage
to do the right thing even if it costs more than you want to pay. Conscience
isn’t entirely real until tested – until then it is a set of ideals or something
given lip service for the sake of appearance…. Inflated self-importance and
a sense of entitlement make it difficult for a young person to cultivate a
healthy conscience.”
The absence of a functioning conscience is not only a problem for the
individual and those they interact with, it can even be deadly for society as
a whole. When individual achievement is the cultural marker of success,
being ‘special’ can lead to feeling entitled to privileges and power at the
expense of others. “In the absence of a healthy conscience,” Eisendrath explains, “pressures to be superior or famous undermine the humane values
and principles that people have also been taught.” This is one way to define narcissism, which psychologists warn us is now at epidemic levels and
rising.
As long as one must prove oneself as a ‘success’ and accumulate the rewards of this exploitive system, how can we expect to shift the way we live
to meaningfully address climate change, species extinction, and the many
other toxic impacts of civilization?
Eisendrath points out that being ‘special’ alienates us, and replaces inner determination with an intense, unhealthy hunger for admiration and
approval from others. Feeling ordinary, by contrast, keeps us open and
allows us to see ourselves realistically as part of a greater whole, making it
possible for us to have more meaningful connections and genuine reverence for that which is larger than ourselves. And “this”, she says, “is the
greatest gift we can give to our children and the world”.
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Board Meetings
4th Thursday of the Month 7pm
please contact a board member
if you would like to attend
39 South Main Street
P.O. Box 336
Hardwick, Vermont 05843
802-472-6020
802-472-5946
info@buffalomountaincoop.org
www.buffalomountaincoop.org
Store Hours
Monday – Friday 9am-7pm
Saturday
9am-6pm
Sunday
10am-5pm
Café Hours

Monday - Friday 8am–3pm (self-serve 3-close)
Saturday
9am – 1pm (self-serve 1-close)

Sunday

self-serve all day

Buffalo Mountain Coop Accepts:
Cash

Checks

EBT / WIC Cards
Master Card / Visa
Co-op Gift Cards

BUFFALO MOUNTAIN FOOD
COOPERATIVE
MISSION STATEMENT
The purpose of the Buffalo Mountain
Food Cooperative is to develop within its
area of influence a community-owned
and operated, health-oriented, thriving
enterprise
 To continually educate the community as a
whole in regard to food politics, health issues, and our social-cultural activities;
 To demonstrate alternative approaches to
structuring our work environment so that it
is more decent and compassionate;
 To offer healthy, pro-active choices and
 To open our doors to, and develop all aspects of our community.
We provide food for all people, not for profit!

Collective Staff
Meetings
1st Wednesday of the month 6:30pm
please contact a staff member
if you would like to attend

Hardwick Community
Dinner
Thursdays 12-1
United Church, Hardwick

Spring Bullsheet &
Learning Exchange
Deadline
March 14th
bullsheet@buffalomountaincoo.org
lex@buffalomountaincoop.org

(MOMMY continued)
As we work with expanding our awareness, and
get a hit of the immensity of consciousness, we
begin to experience having plenty of room for
ourselves in our lives rather than being boxed in.
Gradually, we can approach our situations with
spaciousness, and from a place of abundance.
A mindfulness practice will develop over time,
and the habit will gain traction in your everyday
life if you make it simple and doable. Habits are
automated behaviors, and so there is no need to
take up your brain power and time deciding
whether or not to do it every day. Reward yourself by placing a gold star on your calendar every
day you visit your mindfulness practice and you
will begin to see some affirming results. Studies
have also shown that meditation slows the aging
process, enhances the immune system, and improves focus, which just may counter a bit of that
sleep deprivation! As you evolve your new identity, some of the expectations you were holding
yourself to in the past may fall away, and you
may find more creative ways to make tasks more
efficient. Creating a simple daily mindfulness
practice is a free, gentle and loving way to take
care of your family by taking care of yourself.
Tina Ghantous
Tina is a yoga teacher and mother of two.

